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Samsung EF-UX910CTEGWW tablet screen protector Anti-glare
screen protector 1 pc(s)

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-UX910CTEGWW

Product name : EF-UX910CTEGWW

- New experience for writing & drawing
- Magnetically attachable for easy replacement
Galaxy Tab S9 Ultra Anti-Reflecting Screen Protector

Samsung EF-UX910CTEGWW tablet screen protector Anti-glare screen protector 1 pc(s):

Reduces reflection for great visibility and comfort
The screen protector comes with anti-reflective coating that lets you view and read content clearly even
in bright areas. See the things you love in vivid colors and enjoy bright and crisp videos in daylight
conditions.

Safeguard your screen
The Anti-Reflecting Screen Protector provides an additional layer of protection against scratches on the
Galaxy Tab S9 Ultra screen.

Quick installation for your convenience
Install the screen protector like a pro. Simply use the applicator to accurately align it to your device. You
can easily remove trapped bubbles or dust from your screen with the included squeegee, cloth and dust
removal sticker.

Features

Screen protector type * Anti-glare screen protector
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility Galaxy Tab S9 Ultra
Maximum screen size 37.1 cm (14.6")
Protection features Scratch resistant

Features

Product colour Transparent
Easy to apply

Packaging content

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Cleaning cloth
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